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Brown Sheep Company Wildfoote Luxury Sock
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Isotopy 
Mitts
Moon Eldr idge

Size 8" palm circumference
Yarn Brown Sheep Company Wildfoote 
Luxury Sock (75% superwash wool,  
25% nylon; 215 yd [197 m]/50 g):
• #SY05 black orchid (A), 1 skein
• #SY50 rose bud (B), 1 skein
Gauge 21 st-pairs and 30 rnds = 4" in double 
knitting patt on larger needles
Tools
•  Size 2 (2.75 mm): set of double-pointed 

needles (dpn)
•  Size 3 (3.25 mm): set of dpn
•  Stitch holder
•  Markers (m)
•  Tapestry needle

See knittingdaily.com/Glossary for terms 
you don’t know.

Notes
These mitts are worked in the round from the 

cuff up. The cuff is worked in bri-
oche stitch and the body is worked using 
two-color double knitting. See article on 
page 34 for more tips on double knitting.

In double knitting, two layers of fabric are 
created simultaneously. The outer layer 
(near fabric) is worked with the knit side 
facing you and reflects the color assign-

ments shown on the chart. The inner 
layer (far fabric) is worked with the purl 
side facing you and with the chart colors 
reversed.

Each square on the chart represents a pair 
of stitches: a knit stitch and a purl stitch. 
For each square on the chart, knit with 
the color shown on the chart and purl 
with the other color.

The term “st-pair” refers to a knit/purl pair 
of stitches in double knitting.

When working double knitting, before knit-
ting a stitch, bring both yarns to the 
back of the work, and before purling 
a stitch, bring both yarns to the front of 
the work.

Stitches
Alternating Cable Cast On:
With 1 strand each of A and B held tog, 
make a slipknot. Using both colors held tog 
for each st, k1 in slipknot and transfer this 
new st kwise to left needle, *for next st (a 
purl), insert right needle from back to front 
between first 2 sts on left needle, wrap 
yarn as if to purl, draw yarn through to 
complete st and transfer this new st kwise 
to left needle; for next st (a knit), insert 

right needle from front to back between 
first 2 sts on left needle, wrap yarn as if to 
knit, draw yarn through to complete st and 
transfer this new st kwise to left needle; 
rep from * as needed.

Brioche Stitch: (even number of sts)
Note: The sl st and yo count as 1 st; work 
them tog as 1 st on next rnd.
Rnd 1 With A, *k1 into doubled st, sl next 

doubled-st pwise wyf, yo; rep from * to 
end, bring A to RS between needles and 
leave it there.

with A, k1, with B, p1

with B, k1, with A, p1

pattern repeat

6 st-pair repeat

5

3

1

Diamond
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Rnd 2 With B, *sl 1 pwise wyf, yo, p1 into 
doubled st and its yo; rep from * to end, 
bring B to WS between needles, then 
bring A to WS between needles.

Rnd 3 With A, *k1, sl 1 pwise wyf, yo; rep 
from * to end, bring A to RS between 
needles and leave it there.

Rnd 4 With B, *sl 1 pwise wyf, yo, p1; rep 
from * to end, bring B to WS between 
needles, then bring A to WS between 
needles.

Rep Rnds 3 and 4 for patt.

Doubled Rib: (even number of sts)
Rnd 1 With A and B held tog, *ssk (1 st from 

near fabric and 1 st from far fabric), ssp 
(1 st from near fabric and 1 st from far 
fabric); rep from * to end.

Right Mitt
With both colors, smaller needles, and 
using the alternating cable method (see 
Stitches), CO 42 sts—42 doubled sts. Place 
marker (pm) and join in the rnd. Brioche 
rib: Work Rnds 1 and 2 of brioche st (see 
Stitches) once, then work Rnds 3 and 4 
seventeen times. Next rnd With A and B 
held tog, *k1, p1; rep from * to end—42 
doubled sts. Hand: Change to larger 
needles. Treating each strand of each 
doubled st as 1 st, work Row 1 of Diamond 
chart, working A into A strand of dou-
bled st and B into B strand of dou-
bled st—42 st-pairs. Work Rows 2–6 of 
Diamond chart once. Shape thumb 
gusset: Next rnd Work 32 st-pairs in patt, 
pm, with A, M1R on near fabric, with B, 
M1LP on far fabric, with A, M1L on near 
fabric, with B, M1RP on far fabric, pm, 
work in patt to end—44 st-pairs. Next rnd 
Work in patt to m, sl m, *with A, k1, with B, 
p1; rep from * to m, sl m, work in patt to 
end. Inc rnd Work in patt to m, sl m, with A, 
M1R on near fabric, with B, M1LP on far 
fabric, *with A, k1, with B, p1; rep from * to 
m, with A, M1L on near fabric, with B, 
M1RP on far fabric, sl m, work in patt to 
end—2 st-pairs inc’d. Rep Inc rnd every 
other rnd 7 more times—60 st-pairs. Work 
1 rnd even. Next rnd (Row 1 of chart) Work 
in patt to m, place next 18 st-pairs on 
holder, remove m, work in patt to end—
42 st-pairs rem. Work Rows 2–6 of chart 
once. Brioche rib: Work 1 rnd in doubled 
rib (see Stitches)—42 doubled sts. Work 
10 rnds in brioche st. With A and B held 
tog, BO all sts.

Thumb
Place 18 held gusset st-pairs onto smaller 
dpn. Work in doubled rib to end, then, with 
A and B held tog, [pick up and knit 1 st, 
pick up and purl 1 st] 2 times in crook of 
thumb—22 doubled sts. Pm and join in the 
rnd. Work 10 rnds in brioche st. With A and 
B held tog, BO all sts.

Left Mitt
Work as for right mitt to thumb gusset. 
Shape thumb gusset: Next rnd Work 
10 st-pairs in patt, pm, with A, M1R on 
near fabric, with B, M1LP on far fabric, 
with A, M1L on near fabric, with B, M1RP 
on far fabric, pm, work in patt to end—
44 st-pairs. Complete as for right mitt.

F inishing
Weave in ends. Block.  ❤

Moon Eldridge fell in love with knitting as 
a little girl, and is inspired by nature, 
Chinese culture and traditions, and 
colorwork. She can be found online at 
www.mooneldridge.blogspot.com or on 
Ravelry as mooneldridge.

 beg  beginning; begin; begins
 bet between
 BO bind off
 CC contrasting color
 cm centimeter(s)
 cn cable needle
 CO cast on
 cont continue(s); continuing
 dec(s) decrease(s); decreasing
 dpn  double-pointed needle(s)
 foll following; follows
 g gram(s)
 inc increase(s); increasing
 k  knit
 k1f&b  knit into front and back of 

same st
 k2tog  knit two stitches together
 kwise knitwise
 LC left cross
 m(s) marker(s)
 MC main color
 mm millimeter(s)
 M1 make one (increase)
 M1R (L) make one right (left)
 p purl
 p1f&b  purl into front and back of 

same st
 p2tog purl two stitches together
 patt(s) pattern(s)
 pm place marker
 psso pass slipped stitch over
 p2sso  pass two slipped stitches  

over
 pwise purlwise
 RC right cross
 rem remain(s); remaining
 rep repeat; repeating
 rev St st reverse stockinette stitch
 rib ribbing
 rnd(s) round(s)
 RS right side
 rev sc reverse single crochet
 sc single crochet
 sk skip
 sl slip
 sl st  slip stitch (sl 1 st pwise 

unless otherwise indicated)
 ssk  slip 1 kwise, slip 1 kwise,  

k2 sl sts tog tbl (decrease)
 ssp  slip 1 kwise, slip 1 kwise, 

p2 sl sts tog tbl (decrease)
 st(s) stitch(es)
 St st stockinette stitch
 tbl through back loop
 tog together
 WS wrong side
 wyb with yarn in back
 wyf with yarn in front
 yo yarn over
 *  repeat starting point  

(i.e., repeat from *)
 * *  repeat all instructions  

 between asterisks
 ( )  alternate measurements  

and/or instructions
 [ ]  instructions that are to be 

worked as a group a  
specified number of times
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